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Backlit door 
opening button, 

with red LED (door open) 
or green LED 

(call in progress)

Backlit “Audio” button, 
with amber LED (audio on) 

or green LED (for calling and 
to improve visibility)

Adjustable calling volume, 
three positions (loud-soft-mute 
the latter with red 
mechanical indicator)

Adjustable contrast, 
colour and brightness

using OSD 
(On-Screen Display)

controls
OSD 4”
monitor

Auxiliary 
function buttons: 

second gate opening,
staircase lights, 

video auto-on function
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The Imago video door phone has been designed by architect Trabucco and is provided with a

dedicated call loudspeaker and 3-level call tone volume adjustment (high-low-mute).

Imago is equipped with additional buttons for additional services and with an OSD display that al-

lows adjustment of colour, brightness and contrast directly from the display, using a joystick on the

video door phone. 

During the installation it is possible to choice the video door phone operating mode: Hands-free 

or Button pressed. In the fi rst case, after receiving a call, press the Audio on button to start 

conversation, and press again the same button to stop it; in the second case, keep the Audio ON

button pressed during all the conversation time.

Speaker

Call tone volume adjustment

and call tone exclusion function

(Mute).

In Mute mode (call excluded) is

visible a mechanical red signal.

MAX. MIN. MUTE

MUTEMAX. MIN.

1. AUXILIARY BUTTONS: these can be used for specific 

functions according to the system.

2. JOYSTICK: this is used to adjust the video parameters.

3. The left joystick button is used to decrease video parameters.

4. The right joystick button is used to increase video parameters.

5. SELECT: This button is used to select the video parameter to 

be adjusted.

6. AUTO-ON BUTTON

7. DOOR OPENER BUTTON: This turns green when the  video 

door phone is on. It turns red to indicate that the door is open 

and blinks red to indicate that the automatic door opening 

function is on.

8. AUDIO BUTTON: This turns green when the video door  

phone is on. The button will turn amber when the audio  

button is pressed.

9. CALL VOLUME/MUTE CONTROL

10.MUTE INDICATOR: A tab protrudes from the left-hand side of  

the video door phone when the volume is muted.

When volume is set to

“MUTE” the video door

phone will not ring but the

video module will light up.
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CONTRAST, BRIGHTNESS, COLOUR ADJUSTMENT

These video parameters can be adjusted only when the vide door phone is on, after receiving a

call or selecting the auto-on function.

• Use the joystick button (2) to access the setting menu.

• Press the right button (4) to increase and the left button (3) to decrease.

• Press the SELECT (5) to go to the next parameter in the following sequence:

The RESET is used to return all parameters to the initial condition. 

Press either the right or the left button of the joystick to reset the parameters. 

Press the middle button to exit the setting menu.

The changes will not be stored if the video door phone goes out before exiting setting mode.

contraste

salir del
menú OSD

rolocollirb

restablecer
(Reset)

colourbrightnesscontrast

exit
OSD menu

re-set
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